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Short description of the content of the deliverable
The CSA Smart4Europe is an important support measure in implementing the European
Commission’s Digitising European Industry Strategy and facilitates the further development and
establishment of Digital Innovation Hubs. The consortium is supporting the second phase of the
Smart Anything Everywhere initiative and its growth.
Smart4Europe therefore, provides an information, communication and exchange portal to all Smart
Anything Everywhere stakeholders; it displays the overall SAE offer in form of the SAE Innovation
Portal and Service Center with a specific helpdesk, sections for newcomers and possibilities to enter
into contact for any inquiries. Moreover, tailored innovation support measures, to inform SMEs but
also support the players of the different Innovation Actions and Digital Innovation Hubs are
performed.
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Statement
This deliverable is part of the achievement of the project Smart4Europe.
The author is solely responsible for its content. The deliverable does not represent the opinion of the
European Commission and the Commission is not responsible for any use that might be made of
information or data appearing therein.
The deliverable contains original, formerly unpublished work except where indicated by reference,
quotation or by other appropriate acknowledgements.
If parts of this document will be published before the submission and acceptance of the document as
deliverable of the Smart4Europe project, they must be indicated as “preliminary results”.
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Executive Summary
WP1 of the coordination and support action (CSA) Smart4Europe encompasses the maintenance of
the web-based Innovation Portal and Service Centre. It is an essential source of information for all
SAE stakeholders, be it participants of SAE-funded Innovation Actions or newcomers. It offers the
opportunity to receive all kinds of SAE – related information.
The Innovation Portal works as a Service Centre for all kinds of stakeholders by providing structured
information on the SAE initiative and the featured innovation actions tailor-made to the specific SAE
target groups that could substantially benefit from the SAE offering (SME, mid-caps, start-ups,
technology providers and suppliers, any kind of new stakeholder with an interest in digitisation). The
SAE service centre and innovation support is set to guide interested parties through the jungle of SAE
funding and opportunities.
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1. Objectives of the Service Centre and Innovation Support
The Smart4Europe Service Centre and Innovation Support Centre is set to support all kinds of Smart
Anything Everywhere stakeholders. It provides structured information to interested parties and helps
them in understanding the objectives of the initiative and its offer. It also supports them to decide
which SAE service, e.g. open call, cluster or network of stakeholders could best suit their interests
and may offer solutions to their problems.

1.1

Approach of the Service Centre and Innovation Support

Smart4Europe aims at a number of different stakeholders and specific target groups. In general, the
CSA addresses stakeholders from four technological areas and their related projects: CPS (CyberPhysical Systems), IoT (Internet of Things), SSI (Smart Systems Integration) and OLAE (Organic large
Area Electronics) as well as institutional stakeholders.
The most important target group however comprises SMEs and mid-caps from different areas and
regions:




users and suppliers of digital technologies,
non- tech sector with an interest in digitisation,
Eastern European Countries

Furthermore, Smart4Europe wants to address several multipliers and their respective networks, as
well as cluster associations and relevant online platforms; relevant research communities and
academia, policy-makers at national and regional level, regional initiatives and funding bodies,
private investors, venture capitalists, business angels, Investment Banks/Funds and the general
public.
Given the fact, that this list of stakeholders is very broad, the Service Centre tries to address all of
these in the best manner possible.
The Smart4Europe WP1 under the lead of partner BME, therefore updated the Innovation Portal
substantially and provided structured input, tailor made in the best way possible to the different
Smart4Europe target groups.
Next to general information on the Smart Anything Everywhere Initiative the portal provides
information on the featured Innovation Actions (Cluster Projects) and their open calls, success stories
from projects, FAQs, News, as well as a download section for SAE documents, project calls and other
SAE relevant information. By showing success stories of the different projects as well as areas, the
reader learns about the impact of successful cluster project experiments. By clicking on the links, the
reader is redirected to the experiment’s page and receives more detailed information. Personally
experienced by the staff at different conferences or booths at events and proofed by the second
highest number of visitors on the website (more than 10.000 during M1-M24), the success stories are
a key element to get in contact with people who are interested in the SAE initiative and further
inform them about the services of the SAE initiative.
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1.2

SAE Innovation Portal The landing-page as main entry point to the website provides

general information on the SAE initiative, information on cooperation and funding via currently open
call of the Innovation Actions (IAs) as well as general SAE activities and events; furthermore, it
features the latest news. The official SAE brochure can also be downloaded.

Fig. 1: Smart Anything Everywhere Innovation Portal

1.3

Service Centre

There are various possibilities to get in contact with the SAE Initiative via the website:





the “helpdesk” button
a “contact button” that leads to the email of the SAE
the “read and subscribe to our newsletter” button
“social media links” button

The SAE Service Centre contains an e-mail address for interested stakeholders and newcomers.
Interested stakeholders can contact the consortium leaders via the “contact us” button. Inquiries are
forwarded to SAE@smartanythingeverywhere.eu. This email address is forwarded to three members
of the consortium thus answers on short notice is guaranteed. .

Fig. 2: Smart Anything Everywhere social media channels
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1.4

Helpdesk

The SAE help desk of the initiative aims at providing very general and easy understandable
information for newcomers who are neither familiar with the initiative nor the different wording or
funding mechanism. The SAE helpdesk contains ‘frequently asked questions’, guiding documents for
newcomers and general information on the SAE initiative. Here, only written or printed materials can
be looked at or downloaded while the “videos/webinars section” offers several videos and
recordings of webinars.

Fig. 3: Smart Anything Everywhere Helpdesk

1.5

Featured Projects and funding opportunities

All Innovation Actions (IAs), supported by the SAE initiative is featured on the Innovation Portal.
SAE Cluster Projects supported in the first phase of SAE:






CPSE Labs
Gate-One
EuroCPS
Smarter-SI
TETRACOM

SAE Cluster Projects supported in the second and current phase of SAE:





Fed4SAE
Diatomic
SmartEEs
TETRAMAX
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To support the Innovation Actions, and provide an overall overview on all opportunities to SMEs, all
open calls of the individual projects are prominently shown on the landing page. The name of the
project as well as the respective domain, “apply-until-date” and link to further the projects website
where further information on the open call as well as call documents is provided. This information is
constantly checked and updated by the responsible consortium partners. Furthermore, a link to the
website of the EC where all SAE and I4MS calls for SMEs are shown is provided.
Additionally, each of the Innovation Actions is arranged by its technological area as well as phase
(duration) to give interested stakeholders a better overview on what each project is dealing with and
what is relevant to them. By selecting the individual project, the reader is transferred to a more
detailed website where general information on the project, the coordinator, duration, individual
project website, partners and mission is provided. When available, first project results of the
Innovation Actions are presented in the section “videos/webinars” offering insight thoughts on the
individual Application Experiments.

Fig. 4: Smart Anything Everywhere: information on Open Calls
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Fig. 5+6: Smart Anything Everywhere featured Innovation Actions
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1.6

Information Material and downloads

This section includes further information on the open calls, application procedure, general
information on SAE and Digital Hubs as well as the SAE Technology Radar. It is meant to complement
the FAQs and in providing strategic information on the initiative.

Fig. 6: Smart Anything Everywhere Download Section
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2. Tools Established and Activities Performed
The following activities have been conducted within M1- M24 of the project:







1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10



Constant updating of information and services: news, videos, success stories, documents for
download
Restructuring of the SAE Website - Innovation Portal integrating service centre entry points
(helpdesk button, contact us button, social media channels of the initiative as well as EC and
IAs)
Online innovation support
 Introduction of the SAE helpdesk and guide for newcomers
 SAE download page with further information on the SAE Initiative, open calls and
FAQs
 Materials for outreach and dissemination specifically for newcomers: SAE power
point presentation with comprehensive information on initiative, strategic
background, featured projects, videos, open calls and success stories
 E-mail address for inquiries: SAE@smartanythingeverywhere.eu; all inquiries where
answered in a short instance or forwarded to the respective SAE project
 E-mail address for newsletter subscription: news@smartanythingeverywhere.eu
An analysis of the website visits revealed the following ranking: The following URLs are the
top10 ranked visited websites (cumulative figures M1-M24)
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/success-stories/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/about-sae/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/cluster-projects/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/sae-community/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/news/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/dih_day2019/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/help-desk/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/video/
https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/sae-membership/

12.469
10.348
6.025
1.438
1.022
989
398
218
217
201

Face-to-face innovation support activities (described in detail in D3.4 and D3.5)
 Smart4Europe partners were present at many events, conferences, workshops with
posters or SAE booths, attracting newcomers to the SAE initiative and answering
questions of interested stakeholders directly
 Smart4Europe partners were holding more intense 1:1 consultancies with interested
stakeholders at such events
 Smart4Europe has performed SME campaigns and SME consulting days targeted at
informing about open call opportunities and innovation support to the participants,
partly leading to follow up meetings
 Smart4Europe has organised info days and brokerage events for match-making
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An analysis of the website visits after main events revealed the following picture
 The Smart4Europe project has reached a very broad audience and attracted a vast
number of visitors to its innovation portal.
 When examining the individual visitors per month, it can clearly be stated that
numbers raised obviously during or shortly after booths or presentation at
conferences or fairs, namely EFECS 2017 and 2018 in Brussels and Lisbon, ICT 2018 in
Vienna, DIH annual event 2017 and 2018 in Madrid and Warsaw
 Concluding this data analysis, personal contacts and presentations at a broad
audience e.g. at conferences as a first entry point is even more inevitable in our
digital age to generate interest in the initiative leading increasing numbers of online
visitors than ever before.
 The following numbers show the constant rising development of website visitors
during the project.
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